National Informatics Centre, U.P. State Unit, Lucknow organized a half-day workshop on eTaal – ‘eTransaction Aggregation and Analysis Layer’ on 12th July 2013 under the chairmanship of Shri Jeevesh Nandan, Principal Secretary, IT & Electronics, GoUP. Dr (Mrs.) Shefali Dash, Dy. Director General, NIC and National Coordinator for eTaal alongwith Mr. I P Sethi, Sr Technical Director & Shri O.P. Gupta, Scientist-B from NIC-Hqrs, Delhi conducted the workshop and explained the technical process and inputs required to integrate the eGovernance Services of the state with the eTaal Portal. Shri S.B. Singh, DDG & SIO, UP showcased the already integrated projects of UP on eTaal and outlined other citizen centric services that can be integrated with eTaal.

eTaal is a web portal (etaal.nic.in) for dissemination of transaction statistics of central & state level eGovernance projects including Mission Mode Projects of DeitY. It receives transaction statistics from the web based applications running in different parts of the country and provides a national dashboard displaying the statistics of services provided under different categories.

More than 50 participants including Shri J..P Singh, State Coordinator. Centre of eGovernance, GoUP, representatives from State eMission Team, Service Centre Agencies (SCA) implementing the NeGP programme in the state & NIC UP Project Coordinators & Development teams involved in eGovernance initiatives in the state attended the workshop.